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AI, Machine Learning and Data Sets are the future of
financial decision making
Financial Exchanges are transforming and are now fully computerized. Having first access to full
native data in all its richness is invaluable in professional trading and financial analyses. Machine
Learning and AI will accelerate the need of mastering computers even more.

Access to Native data
Arbitrage Technologies is committed to bring the best technology to connect and interconnect
financial exchanges and its native data to all market participants. Reducing the influence of High
Frequency Traders, providing institutional investors with simplified high performance tech and
access best native data in all its richness to improve institutional trading. Creating better end user markets.

Simplified Tech reducing the influence of High Frequency
Traders
In current markets many market participants still use old technologies or very intermediated
solutions such as brokers, selling order flow to High Frequency Traders who benefit from the end
customers order flow. By equipping more market participants with innovative simplified Tech
and easy to use APIs, Arbitrage Technologies’ purpose is to create better end-user markets with
the right level of liquidity. Our unique technologies deliver directly financial exchange data into
the customer trading decision making system, gaining time, efficiency and transparency.

Certified by CME Group
We deliver solid customer focused solutions in full compliance and our new innovative
technology, APIs and Trade Feeds are already certified by CME Group and its related exchanges.
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In the day and age of domination of High Frequency Traders on global
financial exchanges, a startup based in San Francisco equips other traders with
the right tools to compete with them.
Speed is not enough
Providing ultra low latency, having the ultimate position - which is in the
exchange - is a must have to compete. It is what brings people at the forefront
of the exchange. This is also the domain of High Frequency Traders front
running 60 to 80 % of the time other market participants.
Decode complex data
“The key element to a better performance lies in the additional capability to
decode quickly the information and more specifically the price packets coming
from the exchange. Software technologies designed to be capable of handling
high throughput of market data - potentially every nano second - and having
the power to execute on best prices will provide the best customer solution “
explains JC Bodson Founder and CEO of Arbitrage Technologies.
Ease of use without intermediaries
Over the last years startup Arbitrage Technologies designed core technologies
and toolkits meant to deal with these complex situations and in a simple way.
Due to the design of the solution, traders located everywhere in the United
States can benefit directly of the same high trading communication
performance as High Frequency Traders have. Arbitrage Technologies is
currently onboarding a limited number of high performance traders, to
connect at best.
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Making better financial markets
The speed gap in existing technologies to connect and inter connect financial exchanges
creates limitations for many trading market participants. Investors are unable to execute
strategies as price opportunities they are looking for disappear by the time they have sent
their orders. On certain markets this happens up to 80 percent of the time.

Control lifecycle of trade
To solve this problem, Arbitrage Technologies, a San Francisco based startup, creates
new software technologies capable of bringing underserved customer groups as close and
as fast as possible to producers of securities found in financial exchanges - while avoiding
high frequency traders.

Market wide understanding of financial technologies
The purpose of Arbitrage Technologies is to make better markets, design easy to use
software toolkits and help customer groups to adopt these technologies. To achieve this
transparency, tech-driven effectiveness and set and spread of new standards are key
elements.

Certification
Our technologies recently received certifications of CME - Chicago Mercantile Exchange
and Chicago Board of Trade Exchanges. We are committed to working with, connecting
and interconnecting financial market places which are tightly regulated. We are looking
forward to sharing our knowledge and experience of financial technologies used to
connect and interconnect exchanges and bringing new possibilities to underserved
customer groups.
We believe technologies should contribute to fairer markets.
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